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Relationship between permeability and water-filled porosity and gas-hydrate saturations for samples having 0.34 < φ < 0.36 and 0 < C v < 0. 
Abstract
Physical properties of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments depend on the pore-scale interaction between gas hydrate and porous media as well as the amount of gas hydrate present. Well log measurements such as proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation and electromagnetic propagation tool (EPT) techniques depend primarily on the bulk volume of gas hydrate in the pore space irrespective of the pore-scale interaction. However, elastic velocities or permeability depend on how gas hydrate is distributed in the pore space as well as the amount of gas hydrate. Gas-hydrate saturations estimated from NMR and EPT measurements are free of adjustable parameters; thus, the estimations are unbiased estimates of gas hydrate if the measurement is accurate. However, the amount of gas hydrate estimated from elastic velocities or electrical resistivities depends on many adjustable parameters and models related to the interaction of gas hydrate and porous media, so these estimates are model dependent and biased. NMR, EPT, elastic-wave velocity, electrical resistivity, and permeability measurements acquired in the Mallik 5L-38 well in the Mackenzie Delta, Canada, show that all of the well log evaluation techniques considered provide comparable gas-hydrate saturations in clean (low shale content) sandstone intervals with high gas-hydrate saturations. However, in shaly intervals, estimates from log measurement depending on the pore-scale interaction between gas hydrate and host sediments are higher than those estimates from measurements depending on the bulk volume of gas hydrate.
Introduction
Important questions for gas hydrate research are (1) Where do the gas hydrates occur? (2) How much gas hydrate is there? (3) Why do gas hydrates occur and how do gas hydrates occur in particular geological settings (Collett, 2002) ? In order to answer " how much" and " how do hydrates occur in nature," various downhole well measurements have been used to analyze the occurrence of gas hydrate in various geological settings (Collett, 2002) . Well logs have also been used to assess the pore-scale interaction between gas hydrate and host sediments (Kleinberg and others, 2003) . The most commonly used methods of estimating gas-hydrate saturations are electrical resistivity (for example, Collett, 1998; Hyndman and others, 1999; Collett and Ladd, 2000) and acoustic logs (for example, Helgerud and others, 1999; Guerin and others, 1999; . However, it is not fully understood to what degree gas hydrate increases sediment resistivity or velocity, which depends on how gas hydrate interacts with pore space.
Some of the recent measurements for gas-hydrate-bearing sediments depend only on the bulk volume of gas hydrate irrespective of the pore-scale interaction of gas hydrate. Density log measurements depend only on the bulk volume of constituents within a sediment sequence. The NMR log measures the total volume of water in the sediment (that is free water, capillary water, and bound water), and the EPT log measures the electromagnetic travel time in sediments and depends only on the bulk volume of constituent components. By combining density and the NMR or EPT log measurement, gas-hydrate saturations can be estimated (Kleinberg and others, 2003) . Akihisa and others (2002) used the NMR porosity data to estimate in-situ gas-hydrate saturations in the Nankai trough MET1 2000 test well, offshore southeast Japan. Kleinberg and others (in press) used NMR and density measurements, and Sen and Goldberg (in press) used the EPT data to estimate gas-hydrate saturations at the Mallik 5L-38 well, Mackenzie Delta, N.W.T., Canada.
Elastic velocities of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments depend on how the gas hydrate is distributed at the pore scale as well as the amount of gas hydrate. Helgerud (2001) presented four different pore-scale hydrate distribution models: (a) hydrate floating in the pore fluid, (b) hydrate as a loadbearing member of the matrix, (c) hydrate cementing grain contacts and evenly coating grains, and (d) hydrate acting as a cement and forming only at grain contacts. Elastic velocities increase dramatically at low gas-hydrate saturations because gas hydrate behaves as a floating constituent in the pore fluid to cementing grain contacts. Electrical resistivity and permeability depend on the tortuosity of sediments, which is related to how gas hydrate is distributed in the sediment pore as well as the amount of gas hydrate.
Because gas-hydrate saturation estimates from NMR and EPT well log measurements depend only on the bulk volume of gas hydrate and are independent of the pore-scale interaction of gas hydrate with pore space, NMR and EPT data can be used to establish the baseline necessary to infer the pore-scale interaction for elastic velocities or permeability. Kleinberg and others (2003) preferred a pore-filling model to the cementation model based on permeability measured by an NMR tool. Based on elastic velocities and amplitude versus offset analysis, Ecker and others (1998) and Lee and Collett (2001a) supported the pore-filling model for the occurrence of gas hydrate. However, Guerin and others (1999) prefer the cementation model (grain coating) based on the well log analysis at Blake Ridge.
This paper presents the result of analyzing density, NMR, EPT, gamma ray, P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, resistivity, and permeability logs acquired in the Mallik 5L-38 well, Mackenzie Delta, N.W.T., Canada, in order to examine the accuracy of each estimation method and to infer the interaction between gas hydrate and porous media. The gas-hydrate saturations from NMR and EPT measurements are compared to those from elastic velocities and resistivities, and discrepancies among various estimations are discussed.
Theoretical Background
Downhole well logging tools can be used to measure physical properties of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments. Some measurements such as density and NMR porosity depend only on the bulk volume of gas hydrate in the pore space. However, other measurements, such as elastic velocities and permeability, depend on pore-scale interactions between gas hydrate and porous media as well as the bulk volume of gas hydrate.
Log Measurements Controlled Only by Gas-Hydrate Content

Density
The bulk density of gas-hydrate-bearing sediment (ρ b ) can be written as
where φ is the total porosity, ρ ma , ρ f , and ρ h are density of matrix, density of fluid, and density of gas hydrate, respectively, and S is the gas-hydrate saturation in the pore space.
NMR
The NMR porosity (φ NMR ) measures the pore space occupied only by water (bound, capillary, and free water) and is given by the following equation
From equations 1 and 2
where
Note that φ D is the conventional density porosity derived using a two-component system (matrix and water) and φ NMR is the same as the water-filled porosity defined in Lee and Collett (2001a) , which is φ w = (1 -S)φ. Porosity given in equation 3 is total porosity, which is the space occupied by water and gas hydrate in the pore space. Total porosity and porosity are used interchangeably in this paper.
EPT
For the EPT measurement, the dielectric permittivity can be written as
where ε r , ε rm , ε rw , and ε rh are relative permittivity of sediments, matrix, water, and gas hydrate, respectively (Sun and Goldberg, in press ). From equation 6, the gas-hydrate saturation can be written as
Propagation velocity is related to the dielectric permittivity as 
This is an identical form as the equation shown in equation 4, and φ EPT is identical to the water-filled porosity defined in Lee and Collett (2001a) .
Simultaneous Estimation of Porosity and Gas-Hydrate Saturations Using Density, NMR, and EPT Logs
Simultaneous estimation of porosity and gas-hydrate saturations using density, NMR, and EPT measurements for gas-hydrate-bearing sediments can be derived as follows
Log Measurements Controlled by Pore-Scale Interaction
The elastic velocities, electrical resistivity, and permeability of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments depend not only on the amounts of gas hydrate in the pore space but also on how the gas hydrate is distributed in the pore space. Whether gas hydrates fill the pore space (pore-filling model) or cement the grains (cementation model) is controversial because laboratory and in situ observations yield different interpretations of pore-scale interactions of gas hydrates (Kleinberg and others, 2003) . Elastic velocities and permeability strongly depend on the mode of hydrate growth in pore space.
Velocity
Elastic velocities for the pore-filling model are derived from the modified Biot-Gassmann theory by Lee, or BGTL (Lee, 2002a , and velocities for the cementation model are derived from Dvorkin and Nur (1996) , assuming that gas hydrate coats grains uniformly. In order to model gas hydrate as pore-filling material, the moduli of matrix (quartz, clay, and gas hydrate) are calculated using Hill's averaging formula (Hill, 1952) , as shown in Helgerud and others (1999) and Lee (2002a) .
Resistivity
The resistivity of water-saturated sediment can be expressed by the Archie relation (Archie, 1942) and is given by
Controls on Physical Properties of Gas-Hydrate-Bearing Sediments-Interaction Between Gas Hydrate, Porous Media where R t is the resistivity of formation, R w is the resistivity of connate water, and a and m are Archie parameters. Theoretically, a should be 1, but analyses of measured data shows a different from 1 and the Humble relationship (Winsauer and others, 1952) uses a = 0.62. However, this is not a serious deficiency as long as the relation between porosity and resistivity is sufficiently accurate over the range of interest (Hearst and others, 2000) . The cementation exponent m depends on the state of consolidation and appears to be entirely dependent upon particle shape for unconsolidated sediments. For this study, the Humble equation is used, that is a = 0.62 and m = 2.15 (Winsauer and others, 1952) .
Gas-hydrate saturations can be estimated from the resistivity using the following equation
The tortuosity and the formation factor (F), which is F = R t / R w , is related by (Walsh and Brace, 1984 )
Using the formation factor, permeability shown in equation 19 can be written as
Permeability is inversely proportional to electrical resistivity. Therefore, the pore-scale interaction between gas hydrate and porous media similarly affects both permeability and electrical resistivity.
Joint Inversion of Acoustic and Resistivity Data
In order to estimate the gas-hydrate saturations and the electrical resistivity of pore water, a joint inversion of acoustic and resistivity was proposed by Lee (2002b) . Let us define column vectors O and T as follows: O = column vector of the velocities of P-wave (V p ), and Swave (V s ), and the resistivity (R t ). T = column vector of the computed or theoretical velocity of P-wave, velocity of S-wave, and resistivity. Elastic velocities and resistivities can be approximated by the following equation
where l is an exponent depending on lithology and usually is taken as 1.9386 (Pearson and others, 1983) . Note that the porosity shown in equation 16 is total porosity.
Because NMR porosity measures space occupied only by water and is equal to the water-filled porosity, S is equal to zero if NMR or EPT porosity is used in equation 16. Therefore, the resistivity of pore fluid can be calculated as
Permeability
A widely used starting point of permeability (k) of granular media is the Kozeny family of equations (Hearst and 
where f is a shape factor, which is on the order of unity, where τ is the tortuosity and given by
2 where L a is the p is a parameter vector consisting of S and R w , path length for flow and L is the straight line distance G is a 3×2 Jacobian matrix, associated with the pressure drop, �S � S n�1 � S n , A is the internal surface area of the pore space, and �R w � R w n�1 � R w n , and n V is the grain volume. 2000) . In terms of the ratio of pore surface to grain
In the original inverse formulation, γ = 0 because R w is only related to the electrical resistivity, not elastic velocities. This implies that the velocity equation is decoupled from the electrical resistivity equation. As explained in Lee (2002b) , a coupling constant, γ, is introduced in an ad hoc way where the element of Jacobian matrix is zero in order to estimate R w . Equation 21 can be solved for ∆p using a generalized inverse.
Well Log Analysis
For this study, well logs acquired at the Mallik 5L-38, gas hydrate research well drilled at the Mackenzie Delta, N.W.T., Canada, are analyzed. The well logs used are bulk density, NMR porosity, EPT, gamma ray, P-and S-wave velocities, resistivity, and permeability from NMR.
The surficial sediments of the Mackenzie Delta are composed of modern deltaic sediments and older fluvial and glacial deposits. At depth, the area is underlain by deltaic sandstone and shales of Mesozoic and Cenozoic age that thicken to more than 12 km over a short distance seaward from the present shoreline. This sedimentary section overlies faulted Paleozoic rocks (Dallimore and Collett, 1997) , and the Mallik 5L-38 well site overlies a large regional anticlinal structure. The sediments at this well site are unconsolidated, and the dominant clay type is illite.
NMR and EPT
The gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the NMR using equations 3 and 4 and from the EPT using equations 3 and 7, or the Sun and Goldberg (in press) approach using parameters in table 1, are shown in figure 1A . The depth range for figure 1 is from 843 to 1,161 m, where the hydrate-bearing interval is from 891 to 1,109 m (Lewis and Collett, in press). Gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the NMR logs in the Mallik 5L-38 well are higher than those estimated from the EPT. Note that the differences between NMR and EPT estimates are greater at lower saturations.
In the case that there is no gas hydrate in the pore, the NMR and EPT porosities should be equal to total porosity. Therefore, we should see a large numbers of near-zero saturations in figure 1 because the depth intervals used for figure 1 include non-gas-hydrated intervals. However, figure 1A indicates that the EPT method greatly underestimates gas-hydrate saturations. Even though gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the NMR appear to be more accurate than those from the EPT log measurements, the NMR data from the Mallik 5L-38 well appear to underestimate the gas-hydrate content at low gas-hydrate saturations. Figure 1B shows estimated gas-hydrate saturations using the Kleinberg and others (in press) approach for the EPT. Overall, estimates from the NMR are lower than those from the EPT. However, gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the EPT using Kleinberg and others' approach agree better with those from the NMR measurement. Although equations used by Kleinberg and others (in press ) are an approximation of equations used by Sun and Goldberg (in press), they perform better than the exact equations, suggesting that some of the assumed parameters shown in table 1 are not accurate for the EPT measurement at this well site. Figure 1C shows estimated gas-hydrate saturations from the joint inversion of NMR and EPT using equation 14, or the NE-inversion. Estimates from the NE-inversion agree better with those from the NMR. However, scattering near S = 0 percent suggests that either EPT-or NMR-derived saturations from the Mallik 5L-38 well are not accurate at low gas-hydrate saturations.
Velocity and Resistivity
Gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, and formation resistivity using equation 21, or the PSR-inversion, are shown in figure 2 as a solid line. For comparison, estimates using equation 14, or NE-inversion, are shown as a dotted line in figure 2. The average saturation from the PSR-inversion technique is 0.25±0.29, whereas that calculated from the NE-inversion is 0.16±0.36. As shown in figure 2, for gas-hydrate saturations above 40 percent, the Figure 1 . Gas-hydrate saturations estimated from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electromagnetic propagation tool (EPT) logs. A, Cross plot of gas-hydrate saturations estimated from NMR log and those from EPT based on Sun and Goldberg (in press). B, Cross plot of gas-hydrate saturations estimated from NMR log and those from EPT based on Kleinberg and others (in press). C, Cross plot of gas-hydrate saturations estimated from NMR log, and those from simultaneous inversion of NMR and EPT based on Kleinberg and others (in press).
Figure 2. Gas-hydrate saturations estimated from NE-inversion method (using density, NMR, and EPT logs) shown as a dotted line, and those from PSR-inversion (using density, P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, and resistivity) shown as a solid line. Shale volumes indicated on the top of figure.
Estimates are 11-point running average (sampling interval ≈ 0.15 m). Note that gas-hydrate stability zone is between 891 and 1,109 m depth. NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; EPT, electromagnetic propagation tool.
NE-inversion-derived saturations are higher than those from the PSR-inversion. However, the average saturation estimated from the NE-inversion is much lower than that from the PSRinversion. This implies that, for low saturations of gas hydrate, the NMR or EPT may overestimate porosities or the PSRinversion overestimates gas-hydrate saturations.
The result of the PSR-inversion for depths below 1,109 m (the non-gas-hydrate-bearing interval) indicates that there is some gas hydrate, an average of about 20 percent, which must be an error, and the result of the NE-inversion should be more accurate. Comparing estimates from the NE-inversion, the PSR-inversion technique appears to overestimate gashydrate saturations when gas-hydrate saturations are below about 20 percent, whereas the PSR-inversion method underestimates gas-hydrate saturations when saturations are above about 40 percent. The accuracy of saturations derived from the NE-inversion and the PSR-inversion will be discussed later.
Porosity and Permeability
Permeability can be calculated from the NMR measurement using the Keynon relation (Kenyon, 1992). Sediment
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permeability depends primarily on water-filled porosity, and their relationship is shown in figure 3 . In figure 3 , the well log measurements within the gas-hydrate stability zone at the Mallik 5L-38 well are classified into three groups depending on the gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the PS-inversion (using P-and S-wave velocities). For comparison, calculated permeability using an empirical relationship by Sen and others (1990) is plotted as solid and dotted lines with various NMR decay times, T 1 . Figure 3A shows the relationship between permeability and water-filled porosity calculated from the PS-inversion. For high gas-hydrate saturations (above 40 percent), the majority of data follows the relationship with T 1 = 25 ms (between T 1 = 50 and T 1 = 12.5); also, the majority of low gas-hydrate saturations follow the relationship with T 1 near 25 ms. Figure 3B shows the relationship between permeability and water-filled porosity calculated from the NE-inversion. For high gas-hydrate saturations (above 40 percent), data primarily follow the relationship with T 1 = 50 ms, but the majority of low gas-hydrate saturations (less than 40 percent) follow the relationship with T 1 = 12.5 ms. Although the average porosity of high saturations is lower than that of lower saturations, the permeability predicted with a lower T 1 fits better for low gas-hydrate saturations.
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� � Figure 3 . Relationship between permeability and water-filled porosity for samples within gas-hydrate stability zone (891-1,109 m). Measurements are classified into three groups based on gas-hydrate saturations. A, Water-filled porosity calculated from PS-inversion (P-and S-wave velocity). B, Water-filled porosity calculated from NE-inversion (NMR and EPT). Solid lines represent predicted permeabilities from the empirical relationship by Sen and others (1990) . NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; EPT, electromagnetic propagation tool.
Analysis and Results
Comparison among NE-inversion, PS-inversion, and Velocity Models
The gas-hydrate saturations or water-filled porosities estimated from NMR and EPT logs in the Mallik 5L-38 well are different from those from the PS-inversion. As mentioned previously, at high gas-hydrate saturations, saturations derived from the NMR or EPT logs are generally higher than those derived from velocity measurements. But at low saturations, the opposite is true. Because the general trend of well-logderived gas-hydrate saturations are inversely proportional to the clay content in sediments, to a first order approximation, gas-hydrate saturations are inversely proportional to clay content in sediments, and the difference between results from the NE-inversion and PS-inversion could depend on the clay content of the logged sediments.
In order to reduce the variability in the log-derived gashydrate saturations due to porosity and clay-content differences, a subset of well log measurements at the Mallik 5L-38 well-in zones with clay volume contents less than 10 percent (average clay volume content of 7 percent) and total porosity between 34 percent and 36 percent-was analyzed and plotted in figure 4. Figure 4A shows P-and S-wave velocities with respect to the water-filled porosity calculated from the PSinversion. Because gas-hydrate saturations are estimated from BGTL, the measured velocities with respect to the water-filled porosity calculated from the PS-inversion agree well with predicted velocities. However, cementation theory significantly overestimates velocities at low and medium saturations. Figure 4B shows the result using water-filled porosity calculated from the NE-inversion. Because the water-filled porosity from the NE-inversion is independent of the velocity model, it serves as an independent measurement to check the validity of velocity models. At low water-filled porosities (or high gas-hydrate saturations), porosities estimated from the NE-inversion are a little lower than those estimated from the PS-inversion but generally agree with the predictions of the pore-filling model. At high water-filled porosities (or low gas-hydrate saturations), the majority of velocities are above the baseline velocities, which implies that the sediments contain no gas hydrate. Even though porosities estimated from the PS-inversion differ slightly from those estimated from the NE-inversion, the pore-filling model agrees better with the measurement than does the cementation theory. Figure 5 shows an analysis similar to that discussed above considering relative permeabilities. Relative permeability is defined as the ratio of permeability of gas-hydrate-bear-� � Figure 4 . Relationship between velocities and water-filled porosity for samples having 0.34 < φ < 0.36 and 0 < C v < 0.1. Predicted velocities using the modified Biot-Gassmann theory by Lee (BGTL) shown as solid lines for gas-hydrate-bearing sediments having porosity of 0.35 and clay volume content of 0.07 with n = 1.1; predicted velocities shown as dashed lines using the cementation theory by Dvorkin and Nur (1996) ; predicted velocities shown as dotted lines for baseline velocity.
A, Water-filled porosities calculated from PS-inversion. B, Water-filled porosities calculated from NE-inversion (NMR and EPT). n, BGTL parameter; φ, porosity in fraction; C v , clay volume content in fraction; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; EPT, electromagnetic propagation tool.
� � Figure 5 . Relationship between permeability and water-filled porosity and gas-hydrate saturations for samples having 0.34 < φ < 0.36 and 0 < C v < 0.1. Predicted permeabilities of gas-hydrate-bearing sediment using the pore-filling model shown as solid lines and as dotted lines for cementation model. A, Water-filled porosities and gas-hydrate saturations calculated from PS-inversion. B, Water-filled porosities and gas-hydrate saturations calculated from NE-inversion (NMR and EPT). φ, porosity in fraction; C v , clay volume content in fraction; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; EPT, electromagnetic propagation tool.
ing sediment to the permeability of the same sediment without gas hydrate. For comparison, theoretical relative permeability of pore-coating and pore-filling models from Kleinberg and others (2003) are denoted in figure 5 as dotted and solid lines, respectively. Overall, the measured relative permeabilities with respect to gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the PS-inversion decreases faster than that predicted from the pore-filling model and decreases much faster than that from the pore-coating or cementation model. However, the rate of decrease of relative permeability with respect to gas-hydrate saturation from the NE-inversion is very similar to the prediction by the pore-filling model. The relationship between permeability and water-filled porosities (or gas-hydrate saturations) estimated from the PS-inversion and NE-inversion methods indicate that the pore-filling model is more accurate than the pore-coating model. Previous discussions indicate that a pore-filling model of gas hydrate is preferable. However, it is difficult to determine whether PS-inversion based on the pore-filling model yields more accurate gas-hydrate saturations than the NE-inversion. Figure 5 suggests that the water-filled porosities derived from the NE-inversion appear to agree better with predictions of the pore-filling model, so gas-hydrate-saturation estimates from the NE-inversion would be more accurate. However, the pore-filling model proposed by Kleinberg and others (2003) does not account for the effect of blocking pore throats with gas-hydrate accumulations until very high saturations. Therefore, if a small amount of gas hydrate blocks some small pore throats, the predicted permeability from the pore-filling model would decrease more rapidly than is indicated in figure 5 . Nelson (1994) reviewed permeability-porosity relationships in sedimentary rocks. He summarized sand-pack models (Krumbein and Monk, 1943) , grain-based models (Berg, 1970) , surface-area models (Timur, 1968; Sen and others, 1990) , and a pore-size model (Katz and Thompson, 1986) . Among these empirical relations, Sen and others (1990) presence of grain surface and T 1 � (V / A) grain (Sen and others, 1990) . Therefore, the empirical relation shown in equation 22 is a reasonable approximation between porosity and permeability based on the theoretical relationship shown in equation 18. Figure 6 shows results similar to those shown on figure 3 with a different classification using clay volume contents instead of gas-hydrate saturations. Figure 6 demonstrates that the permeability of clean sandstones measured by Doyen and others (1988) agrees well with equation 22 with T 1 = 800 ms. However, the permeability of clay-bearing sandstones measured by Sen and others (1990) matches permeability with T 1 = 800 ms near a porosity of 20 percent and decreases rapidly with decreasing porosity and matches T 1 = 25 ms near a porosity of 5 percent, implying a complicated effect of clay content on permeability.
Comparison of Permeability with Other Empirical Equation
Permeability with respect to water-filled porosity derived from PS-inversion follows predicted permeability with T 1 = 25 ms when the porosities are less than about 25 percent, and predicted permeability with T 1 =100 ms matches the measured permeability for porosities greater than 25 percent. Note that the cleaner sandstones (C v < 20 percent) and dirty sandstones (C v > 20 percent) follow similar trends when water-filled porosities are less than about 25 percent. In figure 6B , however, permeability versus water-filled porosities derived from the NE-inversion indicates that the permeability of the clean sandstones follows the predicted permeability with T 1 = 50 ms and that of clay-rich sandstones follows the predicted permeability with T 1 = 12.5 ms for all porosity ranges.
If the water-filled porosity derived from the PS-inversion is more accurate than porosity derived from the NE-inversion, the effect of clay and gas hydrate on permeability appears to be similar. However, if the water-filled porosity derived from the NE-inversion is more accurate, clay has a larger effect on permeability than gas hydrate. The dominant clay type at this well site is illite, and permeability of sandstone with illitic clay is orders of magnitude lower than that of sandstone with kaolinitic clay (Dresser Atlas, 1985) . Therefore, the low permeability of clay-rich sandstones near a porosity of 25 percent shown in figure 6B is plausible, and porosities estimated from the NE-inversion appear to be more accurate. However, it is not possible to determine which water-filled porosity is more accurate based on permeability, partly because relative permeability is derived from NMR log measurements.
Errors associated with R w Estimation from NMR Log
Errors associated with the estimated resistivity of connate water using equation 22 with porosity estimated from the NMR or NE-inversion can be written as Figure 6 . Relationship between permeability and water-filled porosity for samples within gas-hydrate stability zone (891-1,109 m). Measurements are classified into two groups based on clay volume content. A, Water-filled porosity calculated from PSinversion (P-and S-wave velocity). B, Water-filled porosity calculated from NE-inversion (NMR and EPT). Solid and dotted lines represent predicted permeabilities from the empirical relationship by Sen and others (1990) . For comparison, permeabilities of clean sandstones measured by Doyen and others (1988) are shown as stars and permeability of clay-bearing sandstones measured by Sen and others (1990) are shown as triangles. NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; EPT, electromagnetic propagation tool.
For given Archie parameters a and m, the error in the resistivity of connate water depends on the measurement errors in the formation resistivity and NMR porosity. 
Estimation of Resistivity of Connate Water, R w
The electrical resistivity of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments depends on the resistivity of connate water as well as the amounts of gas hydrate. The estimated amounts of gas hydrate depend on the value of R w used in the estimation. If the estimated R w is close to the actual in-situ R w , the estimation is reliable. As mentioned previously, the resistivity of connate water can be derived either from the NMR porosity or porosities derived from NE-inversion or PSR-inversion with a coupling constant. Figure 7 shows the estimated resistivity of connate water from NE-inversion and PSR-inversion using the Humble equation (that is, a = 0.62 and m = 2.15) (Winsauer, 1952) and computed resistivity using Arp's formula (1953) with measured salinities and temperatures. Figure 7A indicates that the agreement between the two estimated resistivities is poor except at depths greater than 1,100 m. Particularly, the estimated R w using the NE-inversion are higher than measured R w for the depth interval 1,000-1,075 m, where gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the PSR-inversion are higher than those from the NE-inversion ( fig. 2) . Figure 7B shows that R w estimated from the PSR-inversion with a coupling constant of 0.1 agrees well with the calculated R w using salinity and temperature.
Comparing saturations shown in figure 2 and R w shown in figure 7 , it is concluded that R w from the NE-inversion generally underestimates R w for high gas-hydrate saturations and overestimates R w for low gas-hydrate saturations except for depths greater than 1,100 m. As shown previously, for high � � Figure 7 . Resistivity of connate water estimated from A, NE-inversion (NMR and EPT) and B, PSR-inversion using a coupling constant of 0.1 (P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, and electrical resistivity). Calculated resistivities of connate water from measured salinity and temperature using Arp's formula (1953) shown as dots. NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; EPT, electromagnetic propagation tool.
gas-hydrate saturations, a small error in φ NMR yields a large error in R w . Error analysis indicates that R w estimated from NE-inversion is more reliable at low gas-hydrate saturations. Therefore, for depths between 1,000 and 1,075 m, where low gas-hydrate saturations are estimated from the NE-inversion, the estimated R w should be accurate, if the porosity from the NE-inversion is accurate. However, the estimated R w from the NE-inversion is less accurate than that from the PSR-inversion. Therefore, it is probable that NMR or EPT overestimates porosity at that depth interval. Below the base of the gas-hydrate stability zone (1,109 m), figure 2 shows that the PSR-inversion technique yields gas-hydrate saturations ranging from 10 percent to 20 percent, whereas the NE-inversion method yields no evidence of gas hydrate. Figure 7 indicates that, in this depth interval, R w estimated from NE-inversion agrees better with the measured R w than that estimated from the PSR-inversion. The average value of measured R w within the clean sandstone interval between 1,110 and 1,140 m is about 0.3 ohm-meter, whereas the estimated R w from the PSR-inversion is about 0.2 ohmmeter. Therefore, error in the R w is about ∆R w / R w = -0.5. According to Lee and Collett (2001b) , the error in the gashydrate saturations due to ∆R w / R w = -0.5 is about 0.2 at zero gas-hydrate saturation. Therefore, the gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the PSR-inversion at depths between 1,110 and 1,140 m are erroneous. This suggests that the overestimation of gas-hydrate saturations comes from the fact that the sediments at depths between 1,130 and 1,140 m would be more consolidated than assumed in the inversion. In other words, n = 1.1 used for the inversion is too low for this depth interval. It is emphasized that, in the PSR-inversion, the effect of differential pressure depending on depth is included, but the degree of consolidation remains constant throughout the depth interval. Choosing adjustable parameters accurately is one of the problems in using elastic velocities to estimate gas-hydrate saturations.
Gas-Hydrate Saturations
Gas-hydrate saturations estimated in this paper are based on indirect indications of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments (for example, electrical resistivity, water-filled porosity, and others). Because there is no independent source of gas-hydrate saturations from the Mallik 5L-38, it is difficult to assess the accuracy of each estimation method. Note that all recovered cores experienced some degree of gas-hydrate dissociation, so gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the core are not accurate either (Collett and others, 1999) . Therefore, the following discussions focus mainly on the internal consistency of each estimation method.
The advantages of using the NMR or EPT measurement in estimating water-filled porosities or gas-hydrate saturations is that there are no adjustable parameters and the measurements are isotropic. As shown in equation 14, the element of the matrix relating the measurement to unknown variables consists only of the intrinsic properties of the sediment (for example, densities of matrix), pore fluid, and gas hydrate. Therefore, NMR and EPT logs, in theory, provide unbiased estimates of gas-hydrate saturations.
On the other hand, gas-hydrate saturations estimated from elastic velocities and electrical resistivities depend on many adjustable parameters, models, and directions of measurements. For example, the cementation factor m with the resistivity method and the exponent n used in the BGTL are adjustable parameters and calculated gas-hydrate saturations depend on these parameters. Velocity models, for example, pore-filling or cementation models (Sakai, 2000) , and seismic anisotropy (Holbrook, 2001 ) also complicate the estimation of acoustically derived gas-hydrate saturations. Therefore, gashydrate saturations are often biased estimates of true saturations.
One enigma encountered during the data analysis at the Mallik 5L-38 well is the discrepancy between gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the NE-inversion and PSR-inversion for the depth interval between 1,000-1,075 m. Estimations of gas-hydrate saturations from the PS-inversion lower than those from the NE-inversion could be explained on the basis of seismic anisotropy, which is observed at the well site (Plona and others, in press ). However, higher gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the PS-inversion is not easily explained. This interval corresponds to low gas-hydrate saturations and a high clay content. Based on permeability measurements, porosities estimated from the NE-inversion appear to be more accurate than those from the PSR-inversion. However, based on R w , estimates from the PSR-inversion method appear to be more accurate than those from the NE-inversion method.
Based on the population relative to gas-hydrate saturations, it is speculated that the uncertainties of saturations associated with the NE-inversion come from the inaccuracy of measurements, not data analysis. The errors in the estimated R w suggest that NMR could have overestimated porosities of shaly sandstones and underestimated porosities of clean sandstones at the Mallik 5L-38 well. However, in the PSRinversion, uncertainties come mainly from data analysis. For example, it is difficult to differentiate velocity increase due to compaction/consolidation from gas-hydrate accumulations. If gas hydrates in the pore space support pressure of overlying sediments, the degree of compaction of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments could be less than that of water-saturated sediments at the same depths. Gas-hydrate saturations estimated from the PSR-inversion under this assumption would be different from those shown in this paper.
Irrespective of log types used in the estimation, the saturations are inaccurate at low saturations because small errors in measurements or parameters have more pronounced effects at low saturations (Lee and Collett, 2001b) . However, the issue of estimating low saturations of gas hydrate in shaly sandstones is important because most of marine gas hydrates occur in shaly sandstones with low saturations (Collett and Ladd, 2000) . Are the NMR or EPT measurements insensitive to the gas hydrate dispersed in shaly sandstone intervals at low saturations or are the analyses of acoustic and resistivity methods inaccurate in shaly intervals? Is this due to the differences in the depth of investigation of each tool? Or is the accuracy of estimation at low saturations limited by the measurements themselves? In order to answer these questions and to resolve the differences among various measurements, controlled experiments at in-situ conditions are required.
Conclusions
Combining measurements depending on the bulk volume of gas hydrate with measurements depending on the pore-scale interaction as well as the amount of gas hydrate enables us to infer how gas hydrate deposits in the pore space. The analysis of various well logs acquired in the Mallik 5L-38 well supports the pore-filling characteristic of gas hydrate, particularly in clean sandstone intervals. In clean sandstone intervals with high gas-hydrate saturations, gas-hydrate content estimated from the NMR and EPT measurements are comparable to those from P-wave, S-wave, and resistivity measurements.
In shaly intervals, gas-hydrate estimates from log measurements that depend on the pore-scale interaction between gas hydrate and host sediments (velocity and resistivity logs) are higher than those estimated from measurements that depend on the bulk volume of gas hydrate (NMR and EPT logs). It is not known whether the discrepancy is caused by imperfect models for NMR or EPT, or by the inaccuracy of measurement, or by choosing incorrect adjustable parameters.
Resistivities of connate water in shaly intervals estimated from the PSR-inversion technique compare favorably with water resistivities calculated from direct salinity and temperature measurements, whereas NMR and EPT logs overestimate the resistivity. However, this does not substantiate the notion that the PSR-inversion method provides a more accurate estimation than the NE-inversion method. Without knowing the behavior of NMR and EPT logs in shaly intervals with low gas-hydrate saturations, or the elastic, electric, and properties of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments under controlled conditions, it is difficult to determine which measurement yields more accurate gas-hydrate saturations. Additionally, in shaly intervals, the interaction between gas hydrate and porous media is poorly understood.
